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BIO: 

After playing bass and rhythm guitar for metal bands throughout Sacramento, Mark Wood 

decided to step up as the frontman and give away his life's work, his innermost personal 

music that he had been writing behind the scenes. Music that he had never allowed to 

reach the surface... until now. 

Soulwood officially started in the winter of 2016 as a concept that would allow Mark to 

secure support for the songs and music that he had written throughout his life. While 

playing bass guitar in Omnidemic and Innocence, as well as guitar in MindRiot, he was 

writing his own songs.  While he appreciated the heavy and powerful elements of metal, he 

always preferred softer and melodic tones that still had a heavy presence.  He always added 

beauty to the destructive and chaotic sounds with bass lines that carried a deeper, 
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emotional, and meaningfully progression.  His brother Steven Wood had played drums for 

different projects around town and has been playing off and on with Mark since they were 

young. Steven took Mark up on playing drums for this idea since he knew Marks style and 

many of the songs he had written.  Bassist Ryan Stewart is friends with Mark and was 

interested in his idea. He immediately gravitated towards his style and wanted in. 

When the three started playing together the sounds clicked better than anyone could have 

expected. A powerful resurrection of the songs emerged and were brought to life in a new, 

full, and complete way. Since then the band has written several new songs together and 

have only begun to crack the surface of untapped discoveries.  Soulwood uses melodic 

overtones with clever progressions that give them a distinct original sound. Mark is heavily 

influenced by bands like Deftones, A Perfect Circle, Tool, and Bring Me the Horizon.  That 

influence is prevalent when you hear his vocals and guitar.  When his unique vocal style 

and unexpected key choices fuse with heavy progressive music, it sets this band aside from 

the rest. 

The trio has been working hard in the studio to finish their debut self titled EP to be out 

early next year and is currently playing shows in Sacramento to promote its release. 

Soulwood is excited about sharing the hard work with everyone and has been receiving a 

strong positive response throughout Sacramento. They plan on playing out of town shows 

soon but will always stay loyal to their fan base in the capital. Soulwood is planning on 

playing concert in the park next year (one of the biggest venues in Sacramento) and is also 

planning on releasing a record following there soon to be released EP. 

When it comes down to it Soulwood is all about being open-minded and non 

discriminative towards any art form. After all, its one of the few things we have left in this 

world that we can all appreciate together. Thank You! 

 

 



Vocals & Lead Guitar: Mark Wood 

                   

 

Drums: Steve Wood 

                 

 

Bass: Ryan Stewart 

                     



MUSIC 

Soulwood EP 
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